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Consider the space P(Q), 1 dp <: + co, where 52 is a a-finite measure space. 
Defined 6 and y by: 6=2”““{ l/p, (p-1)/p} and y=21P-“‘P. Thefollowing rela- 
tionship between set-contractions and ball-contractions in separable LP(Q) spaces 
is proved: IfT: P(0) -+ LJ’(Q) isa k-set-contraction (respectively set-condensing 
mapping) then T/y is a k-ball-contraction (respectively bal -condensing mapping). 
If T: P(Q) + .LP(Q) is a k-ball-contraction, then T/S is a k-set-contraction. 
Furthermore th se constants y and 6 are the best possible. 0 1991 Academic press, IX. 
For a bounded subset A of a metric space X, the set-measure of noncom- 
pactness is defined in[S] by a(A) = inf{s > 0: A can be covered byfinitely 
many sets with diameter GE}. The ball-measure of noncompactness is 
defined in[4,7] by b(A) =inf(e > 0: A can be covered byfinitely many 
balls with diameter d E}. Associated with the notion of set-measure is the 
concept of k-set-contraction, def nedasfollows: If k2 0 is a given real 
number, T a continuous mapping from asubset D of X into another metric 
space Y, then T is said to be k-set-contractive if, for any bounded subset 
A of D, a( T(A)) 6ka(A). A continuous mapping T: D + Y is said to be set- 
condensing if a( T(A)) <a(A) for every bounded subset A of D such that 
a(A) > 0. The notions ofk-ball-contractive and ball-condensing mappings 
are defined analogously. Both notions of contractivity have proved be 
useful inthe study of nonlinear operators (see Cl]). 
In [2] and [3] a relationship between set-contractions and ball-contrac- 
tions in separable Hilbert spaces and some other classes ofspaces is 
studied. Actually in [3] it is proved that if X is a separable metric space 
which as the B-property ( his property isa strong relationship between 
the separation of the points ofa subset ofX and the least radius ofa ball 
which contains it), every k-set-contraction is a k-ball-contraction. It is also 
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proved in [3] that he space lp, 16 p < + CD has the P-property and
that LP([O, l]), p# 2 does not have it. In spite of Lp(Q) fails tohave 
the P-property, we prove in this paper that he standard elationship 
between k-set-contractions nd k-ball-contractions (nomi ally: every k-set- 
contraction s a 2k-ball-contraction and every k-ball-contraction is a 
2k-set-contraction) can be improved inLp(Q) by the following: every k-set- 
contraction in Lp(Q) is a 2 (1’ ~ PI/p) k-ball-contraction and every k-ball- 
contraction s a 2max(‘/p, (P-‘)/PI k-se -contraction. t It is clear that his 
improvement is better onbeing p closer to2. In opposition we show that 
for p= 1 no improvement can be obtained from the standard elationship 
and the situation s similar for p very large, p # + co. 
We define inSection 1 the “packing rate” y(X) of a metric space X, a real 
number in the interval [l,21 which can be thought ofas a measure of the 
relationship between the maximal separation of the points inany subset A 
of X and the least radius ofa ball containing A. We can interprete thatX
is well “packed” when y(X) is near to 1. Actually y(X) = 1 if X has the 
b-property. This number y lets us state a relationship between k-set- 
contractions and k-ball-contractions in X. In Section 2 we calculate y(X) 
when X= LP(0), 1< p d + 00. Our result permits u to improve the con- 
nection between a(Q) and /?(a) obtained in [IS, Theorems 2 and 33 for the 
separable LP(Q) spaces and the calculation of W(LP(Q)), where W(X) is a 
geometrical constant ofaBanach space X defined in[9]. 
1. PACKING RATE OF A METRIC SPACE 
In the following B(x, Y) denotes in a metric space X, the set 
( y E X: d(x, y) < r }. In [2] the notion of a-minimal set (resp. -minimal) 
has been defined asan infinite bounded Subset A of a metric space X such 
that a(B)=@(A) (resp. (B)=/?(A)) forevery infinite subset B of A. 
1.1 DEFINITION. Let X be a metric space, We define the coefficients 6 
and 6’ of X as the supremum and the infimum (respectively) of the set 
#(A )/cl(A): A isa boupded, a-minimal and nonprecompact subset ofX}. 
It is clear that 1~ 6’ < S < 2. 
1.2 Remark. Let {x, >be a sequence inX. Assume that he function 
cptx) = lim, -+m d(x,, x) is defined from X into R and &x0)= 
inf{ q(x): XE X} (i.e., x0 is the asymptotic center of ix,,}). Let us also 
assume that he following conditions are atisfied: 
(1) a,<d(x,,x,,,)<c~~ for every n,mEN, n#m 
(2) a, dd(x,, x0) <aa, for every nE N. 
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Then it is easy to prove that da, 22a, and S’a, < 2~. Hence 6and 6’ let 
us state the above mentioned relationship between the separation of the 
points ofany set and the least radius ofa ball containing t.
1.3 Remark. A geometrical onstant ofa Banach space X defined 
in [9] is 
W(X) = inf 
dim{x,) 
inf 
rcx &) 
: {x,} cX weakly convergent bu not 
strongly convergent . 
i 
It is easy to see that W(X) < 216 if X is a-reflexive and separable Banach 
space using [3, Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2; 6, Lemma 1.1; and 8, Lemma 1.11. 
1.4 PROPOSITION. Let X be a separable metric space and let A be a 
bounded subset ofX. Then /I(A) ,<&(A). 
Proof By Lemma 1.1 in [3] there xists a ubset B of A such that 
B is a a-minimal and /?-minimal set and /I(A)= /3(B). Thus 
B(A)/a(A) < p(B)/@(B) < 6 and therefore p(A) <&x(A). 
1.5 DEFINITION. Let X be a metric space. We define the packing rate of 
X by y(X) =S/S’. Obviously 1 <y(X) <2. 
1.6 EXAMPLES. (a) Let c0 be the Banach space of all sequences 
convergent to zero with the supremum norm. Then y(c,) = 2. 
Indeed, for every nonnegative nteger n, denote by x, = {t,,: m EN} the 
sequence t,, =-1 if m<n, tmn=l if m=n and t,,,,=O ifm>n. Let 
A = (x,: nEN}. It is clear that ((xi - xi11 = 2 for all i#j. Thus A is a-mini- 
mal and a(A) =2. Moreover, since llxilj = 1 for all iwe have P(A) <2. 
Hence /3(A) = a(A) =2. It follows that 6’ = 1. 
Now let B= {y,,:nEN}, where Y,,= {fmn} and I,,=0 if m#n, I,,=;. 
Then Jl Yi - ,Vj/l = f for all i# j and, therefore B isa-minimal and a(B) = f. 
Further, since I(yJ =4 for all i, we have P(B) 6 1. Actually P(B) = 1 
because B(x, r) nB is a finite s t if r < i for all XE cO. Therefore 
B(A)/a(A) = 2 and we obtain that 6= 2. It follows that y(cO) = 2. 
(b) Let X be a separable metric space that has the p-property with 
constant p.By Lemmas 1.1 and 2.3 in [3] we have that P(A)=pa(A) for 
every bounded, a-minimal, andnonprecompact subset A of X. Thus 
y(X) = 1. Hence Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 in [3] imply that 
y(lP)= 1, 1 <p< +co. 
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Following an argument similar to that in Theorem 2.5 of [3] and using 
the proposition 1.4it is easy to prove the following result which states a 
relationship between set-contractions and ball-contractions acc rding to 
the packing rate of X. 
1.7 THEOREM. Let X be a separable normed space with packing rate 
y = 6/h’. Then: 
(a) Zf D is a subset of X and T: D + X is a k-set-contractive (resp c- 
tively set-condensing) mapping, then T y is a k-ball-contractive (resp ctively 
ball-condensing) mapping. 
(b) If D is a subset of X and T: D + X is a k-ball-contractive (resp c- 
tively ball-condensing) mapping, then T/6 is a k-set-contractive (resp ctively 
set-condensing) mapping. 
(c) rf y, <y there exists a k-set-contractive (respectively set- 
condensing) mapping T such that Tjy, is not k-ball-contractive (resp ctively 
ball-condensing) mapping. If 6, < S there exists a k-ball-contractive 
(respectively ball-condensing) mapping such that T/6, is not k-set-contractive 
(respectively set-condensing) mapping. 
1.8 Remark. Defining asin [9] c(( T)= inf{k > 0: T is a k-set-contrac- 
tion} and analogously b(T), the assertions in the theorem concerning 
contractivity can bealso formulated by (l/y) p(T) <ol( T)< Q(T) and the 
constants y and S are the best possible. 
2. PACKING RATE OF AN LP-Sp~c~ 
To prove the main theorem of this ection weuse the following lemma 
with can be found in [lo]. 
2.1 LEMMA. Let (a, u) be a o-finite m asure space, 1< p < + cc, 
XI 7 x2, **-3 x,vectors inLp(sZ) and t,, t,, .  .  t, nonnegative real numbers uch 
that xi”=, tj=l. Put y=max{l-tj: l<j<n}. Then the following 
inequalities hold
(1) i tjttJIXj-Xk(12’Q2Y2-2a i tjI(XjlJ2’ 
j.k=I j=l 
1<2c(<p, 1 dpG2 
j,k=l /=I 
1 d2aQq, 2Gpd +m 
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(3) YB-2 i rjt,IIxj-x,(\~>2 i tj xi- i tkXk B
j,k=l j=i iI k=l II 
t4) YBd2 i tjtkI(Xj-Xk((B>2 5 tj Xj- 5 tkXk 
j,k=l j= i II 
P 
k=l II 
P G P? 26p< +a3 
2.2 LEMMA. Let a, a1, a2 be real numbers uch that a, < az. Let {x, > be 
a sequence in LP(Q), where (52, p) is a a-finite measure space such that 
Lp(Q) is separable and 1 <p < + co. Assume that a, < IJx, -x,/I G a2 for 
each n, m EN, n #m, and that /3( (x,,}) = a. Then: 
(I) a, < 2”P(a/2) and a2 > 2’jq(a/2) if 1 <p 4 2. 
(II) a, 4 21’q(a/2) andaa > 21ip(a/2) if 2 < p < + CO. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1.1 in [3] we can assume without loss of generality 
that {x,: nE N} is an a-minimal nd j-minimal set. Moreover taking a 
subsequence if necessary we can suppose that (x,} is weakly convergent 
and, by translation hathe weak limit of(x”} is zero. Since Xis separable, 
we can also assume that here xists lim,, +m /lx, - zI( = q(z) for every 
ZE Lp(sZ) [see 6, Lemma 1.11, Thus by [8, Lemma 1] cp attains a unique 
minimum at a point u. Let E be a positive r al number. Since 
/?({x,:nEN))=a we can also assume that a/2-6< [Ix,--VII <a/2+& for 
every nEN. Let us apply the inequalities of Lemma 2.1 to the vectors 
xi - v, x2 - v, . . x, - u E Lp(Q). For 1 < p < 2 taking tj = l/n, j= 1, 2, . . n 
and 2a = p we obtain from (1) of Lemma 2.1 
for every E>O and nEN. Since n can be chosen arbitrarily large we get 
aT<2(a/2 +E)~ and since E is arbitrary c~i<2’lp(a/2). Thesame argument 
using (2) for 2,( p< + cc with 2a = q proves c~i ,( 2’lq(a/2). 
Let now r=lim,, +oo /Ix,,/. Since V(V) 6v(O) it follows that r> a/2 and 
therefore we can suppose that JJx, I(2a/2 - E for every n E N. To obtain the 
inequalities concerning ~1~we use that he weak convergence of {x,> to 
zero implies that here exists meN and m positive numbers A,, 12, . . A,,, 
with CyX”=, &= 1 such that IICy=1 Aixil( -CC. Applying (3) of Lemma 2.1 if 
1 < p < 2, where /? =q and y = 1 we obtain 
( > 
4 
a!>2 t-2.5 . 
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Since E > 0 is arbitrary we have c(~ B 2”Y(a/2) and analogously 
CQ 2 21’P(a/2) if <p < + oo and the proof is complete. 
2.3 THEOREM. Let A be a bounded, cr-minimal, and nonprecompact subset 
of Lp(Q), where 1 <p < + CO and(S2, p)is a o-finite measure space such that 
Lp(C?) is separable. Then 
min(2 l/P, 2CPe1)iP) <&$-!!max(2’~P, 2(P--‘)iP}. 
Moreover, these bounds are the best possible ifSz satisfies thefollowing 
property: 
(R): There xists a subset of 52 of positive and finite m asure ach of 
whose measurable subsets F, contains a measurable subset F, such that 
bL(FJ = AF,). 
Proof. For p = 1 the inequality is obvious. Assume 1< p < + CC and let 
A be a bounded, a-minimal, ndnonprecompact subset of Lp(Q). By 
Lemma 1.1 in [3] there exists ana-minimal and p-minimal subset B of A 
such that P(B) = o(A). We can also suppose that B= {x, : n E N}. 
From Lemma 1.2 in [3] it follows now that for each E> 0 there exists an
infinite subset ofB, again denoted byB, such that U(A) - E < j/x,, - x,1) <
a(A) + E for each x,, x, E B, n # m. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that: 
If 1 < p<2 then or(A)-~>2’~~(/?(A)/2) and since E>O is arbitrary 
a(A) < 21’P(P(A)/2) i.e., 2”” <P(A)/@(A). 
On the other hand CX( A)+ E k 21’4(b(A)/2). Hence 2”p 2 fi( A)/or( A). 
Thus if 1 < p d 2 we have that 2”4<j?(A)/cl(A) < 2”P. Analogously 
if 2<p< +co we obtain that 2”P< fi(A)/cc(A) < 21’4. Furthermore the 
bounds are attained if (R) is satisfied. Indeed, since the hypothesis about 
the measure space lets us construct a “Rademacher sequence” (see [lo, 
Proof of Theorem 16.3]), an argument similar to that in [3, Remark 3.81 
lets us find two sequences {fn} and (gn} such that A = {f,: n E N} and 
B = (g, :n EN) are a-minimal and satisfy IX(A) = 21jp, &A) = 2, cc(B) = 2’jy 
and b’(B) = 2 for 1Q p < + co. Thus the proof is concluded. 
2.4 Remark. It follows that 8(Lp(Q)) = 2max(“p,(p- ‘)‘pi inthe condi- 
tions of the theorem and, therefore W(Lp(sL)) = 2mi”{1’J’,(p “‘p). 
2.5 COROLLARY. Let (9, p) be a a-finite m asure space with the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.3. Suppose that LP(Q) is separable and that 
16 p < + CO. Then Y(L~(Q))<~‘~-~~‘~, and the equality holds if (R) is 
satisfied. 
The case p= + co is much easier. We have the following 
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2.6 PROPOSITION. Let (52, p)be u measure space. Then y(L”(B))= 1. 
Proof: We see that a(A)=j?(A) for all bounded subset A of L”(Q). 
Indeed, a(A) </?(A) inevery metric space. Conversely, let Ebe an arbitrary 
positive number and A,, A,, . . A, sets in Lm(12) such that A c UT= i Ai 
and diam(AJ da(A) +E. Since L”(Q) is a complete Banach lattice th re 
exists fi=sup(f: fgAj) and f:=inf(f:fEAi) for all i= 1, 2, . . r. Let 
hi=(fi+fi)/2 for all i= 1, 2, . . Y. It is easy to check that Aic Bi= 
B(hi, (a(A) +&)/2) for all i= 1, 2, . . r. Thus /?(A)<a(A)+s for all .s>O 
and, therefore P(A) <a(A). Thus the proof is complete. 
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